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the leading introductory book for linux programmers, in print or online, including full documentation for
linux and ubuntu linux, including up-to-date information about linux and the red hat enterprise linux. the
new edition includes up-to-date information about the release 6.6 of the red hat enterprise linux and also
includes information about development and packaging on linux. you will learn how to use the interactive
environment that is provided with the installation and how to program with this environment. the leading
introductory book for mac programmers, in print or online, including full documentation for mac os x and
mac os 10.2/10.3/10.4, including up-to-date information about mac os x and the mac os x operating
system. this book also provides up-to-date information about the mac os x development environment, the
mac os x programming environment and the mac os x operating system. you will learn how to use the
interactive environment that is provided with the installation and how to program with this environment.
the deitels introduction to python for computer science and data science: learning to program with ai, big
data and the cloud offers a unique approach to teaching introductory python programming, appropriate
for both computer-science and data-science audiences. providing the most current coverage of topics and
applications, the book is paired with extensive traditional supplements as well as jupyter notebooks
supplements. real-world datasets and artificial-intelligence technologies allow students to work on
projects making a difference in business, industry, government and academia. hundreds of examples,
exercises, projects (eeps) and implementation case studies give students an engaging, challenging and
entertaining introduction to python programming and hands-on data science.
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the deitels introduction to python for computer science and data science: learning to program with ai, big
data and the cloud is the perfect combination of big-data and ai resources for computer science and data
science majors and professionals. this new and revised edition of the deitel & associates python textbook
has been completely revised with the latest advances in python syntax, tools, libraries, and performance
enhancements, as well as a selection of new data-science and big-data case studies. you can now apply

artificial intelligence and machine learning to the netflix prize, analyze the data from the 2016
presidential election, and view images and videos from the hubble space telescope. this edition also

features the most up-to-date and relevant information on python 3.6. python 3.6 is the most significant
release of python in over a decade. it is also the first release to offer full support for unicode.6 features

numerous performance improvements, including better unicode support, concurrency and improved
threading. finally, the deitels introduction to python for computer science and data science: learning to

program with ai, big data and the cloud features a complete chapter on deploying applications on
microsoft azure. the combination of these and many other cutting-edge technologies will allow you to

solve real-world problems that will drive you and your organization forward. in addition to the deitels' how
to program books, i am also the president of visual basic development, inc., a premier visual basic

developer for fortune 100 companies. my company is dedicated to the development of core visual basic
technologies that support visual basic for applications, visual basic for the.net platform, visual basic for

xml, xml-related components and the visual basic web developer kit. my company is also a premier
microsoft certified partner. 5ec8ef588b
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